This paper is essentially concerned with the following problem. Let G be a topological group. A G-set is a set S equipped with a continuous action S xG-*S (where S is given the discrete topology). These G-sets form a category BG. It is well known that if G and H are discrete groups, BG is equivalent to BH iff G is isomorphic to H. However, this result cannot be extended much beyond the discrete case. The problem is: when is BG equivalent to BH, for topological groups G and HI It is of some interest to compare this with the results on Morita equivalence for commutative rings [14] . The analogous problem is: given rings (commutative, with 1) R and S, and an equivalence between their categories of modules: Mod (R) m Mod (S) , what is the relation between R and SI An essential ingredient here is that any functor Mod [R)->Mod(S) which preserves co-limits is of the form -® R P, for a i?-5-bimodule P. (For an exposition, see, e.g. chapter n of [2] .)
One of the problems in the context of BG is that, unlike Mod (R), BG does not have a single generator. However, for every open subgroup U <=G, the set of right cosets G/U is an object of BG, and the objects of this form collectively generate BG. So if F: BG^-BH is a functor which preserves co-limits, one may construct the space P = lim F(G/U),
'-u where the inverse limit is taken over all open subgroups U, ordered by inclusion. Since H acts on each set F(G/U) on the right, there is a continuous action of H on P.
To proceed, it turns out that G is somewhat too small: let If S is a G-set, the action SxG-+S can uniquely be extended to a continuous action SxM(G)^-S, since for seS and x = (Ux^ueMiG), the sequence («•&")" eventually becomes constant. Analogously to the module case, one can then show that if F preserves co-limits and finite limits, 98 
IEKE MOERDIJK i.e. that for each G-set S, F(S) is isomorphic to the quotient of SxP obtained by identifying (s-x,p) and (s,x-p) for seS, peP, xeM(G) (see 3-4 of this paper).
There is one necessary condition, though: the inverse limit (1) may be very badly behaved if G is too big. However, if G has a countable neighbourhood basis at the unit-element, for instance, then (3) will follow.
This size condition on G can be-eliminated if one takes the inverse limits (1) and (2) in a slightly different category of generalized spaces, or locales (as discussed in [5, 8, 9] , and others). Having taken this step, one may as well consider the problem of when BG and BH are equivalent categories for group objects in this larger category of generalized spaces, so-called continuous groups. Another reason for working with continuous groups, rather than just topological groups, is a theorem due to A. Joyal and M. Tierney, which states that any connected atomic topos with a point is equivalent to a category of the form BG, which is Galois theory, generalized from Galois categories in the sense of Grothendieck [4] to arbitrary connected atomic toposes with a point.
As a consequence, our results will imply a description of the category of pointed connected atomic toposes and geometric morphisms, purely in terms of continuous groups and certain ' bimodules'; see Theorem 4-4 below. These results are valid over an arbitrary base topos.
The classifying topos of a continuous group
Throughout this paper, Sf denotes an arbitrary but fixed base topos; we will abuse the language in the usual way and act as if £P is 'the' category of sets.
1-1. Spaces and locales. We will follow the terminology of [9] . So a locale is a complete lattice A which satisfies the distributivity law
A morphism of locales A -»_B is a function which preserves finite meets and arbitrary sups. This defines the category of locales. Its dual is the category of spaces. If X is a space, we write &(X) for the corresponding locale, the elements of which are called opens of X. So a map of spaces X > Y is by definition a locale morphism f- 1 
: d)(Y)^@(X).
Cts(X, Y) denotes the set of maps from X to Y. We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of locales and spaces; see [8, 9] . Change-of-base techniques play an important role in the sequel, and some familiarity with the methods (rather than the results) as exemplified in [13] will be very helpful; cf. also [12] , in particular 53. In applying change-of-base techniques in the context of quotients of locales, it is necessary that these quotients be stable. To this end, we make the following important observation. 
(recall that ff(TxI) = 0{T) ® 0(X), etc.; cf. [9] ), and similarly for g. (7) factors through g. We claim that S is precisely the image of 1 ® q~x. To see this, take Ue£. For Ve (9(T) , let
Now take 7e(P(y). Then
So ^!/~1(^) ^ Ŵ K > a n ( i hence by adjointness,/" 1^^) < g~1 (W v A continuous monoid is a space M equipped with an associative multiplication
MxM^-M which has a two-sided unit 1 >M.
The following construction plays a fundamental role in this paper. Let G be a continuous group, and let
'-u Proof, (a) Let us first consider the classical case of a topological group G in sets, and define M(G) = \imG/U where the inverse limit is taken in topological spaces (rather than 'generalized' spaces). Writing the elements of M(G) as sequence x = {Ux^u of cosets (XfjGG), we can define an associative multiplication by
and it is easy to check that this makes M{G) into a topological monoid. Further details are routine.
(G) xM(G)->M(G), we may equivalently define an operation Cts (T,M(G)) x Cts (T,M(G)) -ZZ-*Cts (T,M(0)
)
1-6.
Remark. This type of change-of-base argument can essentially be reduced to the slogan that we may use point-set definitions (like (1)) and arguments in the context of stable constructions of generalized spaces. In the sequel, we will often (implicitly) refer to this slogan, and suppress further details.
1-7. G-sets. Let G be a continuous group. A G-set is a set S (an object of Sf), equipped with a map of spaces SxG-+S satisfying the usual identities for an action; here S is regarded as a discrete space. With the obvious notion of a map of G-sets, we obtain the category BG, called the classifying topos of G. BG is an atomic topos (see [1] for information about atomic toposes). The full subcategory oi BG consisting of the G-sets G/U (with action induced by the multiplication of G) where U ranges over the open subgroups of G, forms an atomic site for BG which we denote by §(G).
by Ug^-Vxg (point-set notation). We simply write G/U >G/V for this map. The construction works over any base topos: if G is a continuous group in a topos $, the topos of objects of $ equipped with an action by G is denoted by B(S, G). The canonical geometric morphism is given by y%(E) = E with the trivial (?-action. y G has a canonical section whose inverse image is the forgetful functor.
The construction is stable under change of base (recall that we assume G -*• 1 to be open).
1-8. LEMMA. lf!F -+£ is a geometric morphism and G is a continuous group in S, then there is a natural equivalence
Proof. See [11] or [12] . The following theorem is due to Joyal and Tierney [9] .
be a connected atomic geometric morphism. If f has a section p, then there is a continuous group G in & and an equivalence 9

^-B(S,G) (the section p corresponds to the canonical section p G under the equivalence).
This is a representation theorem for pointed atomic connected toposes (over any base, & in this case). The aim of this paper is to investigate how geometric morphisms between pointed connected atomic toposes can be described in terms of the corresponding groups.
110. Remark. Let G be a continuous group, and £f PG > BG be the canonical point of the topos BG. Then M(G) is the space of endomorphisms of p G , in the sense
Sh(M(G))
is a lax pullback of toposes.
Obviously, the definition of the category BG also makes sense if G is just a continuous monoid, and we extend the notation to this context. (If M is a continuous monoid, the corresponding topos BM is in general no longer atomic.) 
Bispaces
Let G be a continuous group (in a topos Sf), and let M(G) be the associated monoid. An M(G) -space is a space P with an action 
I I"
N v > is a pullback. Then G/U ®M(G)P is the same as the coequalizer
where fi (j is multiplication of the ith and j t h factor. Note that q is open since /i 13 
M(G) xPx M(H)
M{G)X \ M(G) x P P x Jf(fl) -P commutes. An M(G)-M(H)-bisipa,
t: Flat (M(G), M(H)) -+ H o n v {BH, BG) where for toposes & and 3F over Sf, H o m y (IF, S) denotes the category whose objects are geometric morphisms !F *i over SS, and whose maps / = > / ' are natural transformations/*-*/'* (over if). If K is another continuous group, P is an M(6r)-ilf(//)-bispace and # is an M(H)-M(^T)-bispace, one can construct the coequalizer
PX*
P Q P .
(
1)
This coequalizer is stable by 1*2, so P ®M(//) © inherits an action of M(G) on the left and one from M(K) on the right, in the obvious way.
2-4. LEMMA. Let P be a flat M(G)-M(H)-bispace, and Q a flat M(H)-M(K)-bispace. Then P® M (H)Q * S a flat M(G)-M(K)-bispace, and there is a natural isomorphism of functors BK-^BG:~ ® M(G) (P ®M(//) Q)-=^i -®M(C) P) ® M( H) Q-
2-5. Remark. The preceding lemma says that the functors t: Flat (M{G),M(H)) -> H o m y (£#, £6?)
send tensor products to compositions of geometric morphisms, i.e. that the square txt
Flat (M(G), M(H)) x Flat (M(H), M(K)) • Hom y (BH, BG) x Hom y (BK, BH)
Flat (M{G), M(K)) *• Hom y (BG, BK)
of categories and functors commutes up to natural isomorphism.
Proof of 24. It is easy to see that P ® M(H) Q is an open bispace, i.e. that the three maps P ® mH) £-> 1, M(G) x (P ® M ( H ) Q) ^P ® M(H) Q and (P ® M(H) Q) xM(K) -^-» P ®M{H)Q
a r e a^ °P enTo see that the diagonal action map (cf. 2-1)
M(G)xM(G)x(P® mH) Q)-
is open, consider the pullback 
PxM(H)xM(H) P *PxP, where n t oa is the composite M(G) xM(G) xP-^->M(G) xP-'->P, and similarly for/?. Now a is open by hypothesis (this is part of the definition of'flat'), so \jf is open. Consider the diagram
M(G) x M{G) xRxQ X M(G) X P) X (M(H) X M{H) X Q) M(G) xM(G)xM(G)xM(G)xPx Q M(G)xM(G)x< 'M(H) Q) (PxP)x(QxQ) (IXI)OT
(P® mH) Q) x (P® M(H) Q)
where n is the quotient map P xQ^-P ®M<H) Q' T interchanges the second and third coordinates, v is the product of the two diagonal actions (cf. 21) and n l oin is the product of the first and third coordinates, n 2 
M(G) x M(G) xPxQ -M(G) x M(G) x (P® mm Q)
where, writing 1-
e -+M(G) and 1-e -+M(H) for the units, P-?-+R is given by <j)os = (e,e, 1), fcs = (e',e',l).
This shows that (1) is an open map. We now complete the proof by showing that there is a natural isomorphism
=S ® M(G) (P ® M(H) Q)
of H-sets, for each G-set S. Writing S as the sum of its orbits, it suffices to show that for each open subgroup U £ G,
Here the rows come from applying -x(M(H)xQ), -xQ and -® M(H) Q respectively to the stable coequalizer (3) in 2 1 ; the middle vertical one is (1) above 2-4, and the left-hand vertical coequalizer is isomorphic to the result of applying NJJ xN\j x -to the coequalizer (1) above 2*4, since this coequalizer is stable:
Taking first the coequalizers of the two upper rows, then of the last column, gives the same result as first taking the two left-hand coequalizers, and then taking the coequalizer along the bottom. In other words, the composition of the bottom and the isomorphism (6) is a coequalizer, i.e.
(P ® M<«) Q)IN V = (P/N v ) ® mm Q
as was to be shown. 
Geometric morphisms
M(G) acts on P from the left, M(G)xP-'-*P. This action is described in point-set notation by n a (x-p) = WG/zJ Ux u -2L> G/U) (p x -r UX(j ),
where x = {x^yeiimG/U = M(G), and p = {p^u is a point of P. (2) 
The action is transitive, in the sense that
PxP is an open surjection. Moreover: (iii) For any open subgroup U £ Cr, the horizontal map in N v xN v xP <t>*(G/U) ' is an open surjection over <f>*(G/U).
As a preparation for the proof of 32, let us observe the following. The 'point-set interpretation' of (iii) is roughly that for all p = {jpu) v , q = {q v )u m P Wl^ Pu = Qu> there are x,yeNu £ M(G) and an rsP with r v = p v = q v such that x-r = p, and yr = q. Now consider the following special case of (iii), which contains the key construction. 
(Here we write M(G) for a*(M(G)) = M(a*(G)), etc.)
Proof. Assume for the moment that Sf = Sets, and that G has enough points. We may suppose that U = U o . By induction, we will define a strictly increasing sequence 0 = n 0 < w 1 < ... of natural numbers, sequences (x k ) keN , (2/ fc ) fceN of points of G, and a sequence (r nk ) k , r nt e$*(G/U nk ), such that
r nt ,
k ,
Then if we define r m = i>*(G/U nk V G/U m )(r nk ) when n k _± < m < n k , we obtain points x,y$M(G) and reP such that Put n 0 = 0, a; 0 = y 0 = 1, r Bo = p 0 = q 0 .
Suppose n k , x k , y k , r nt have been defined. By successive applications of flatness of fi*: £f(G) ->Sets, we construct a commutative diagram from right to left, as follows: By the same argument, we find e,feG and V £ «r This proves the lemma for the case where £f = Sets and G has enough points, even without extending the base to some 9". Note, however, that we used the axiom of dependent choices to define the sequences x, y and r.
In the general case, one has to apply successive base extensions to find points of
, for open subgroups 0 and 0', and instead of dependent choices one has to pass to another base extension, given by the tree of finite data {(x k , y k , r Uk , n Q ,..., n k ) kim \ me ftj} satisfying (0)-(4). This can be done using lemma C of [13] . 
3-4. PROPOSITION. Let G and H be continuous groups, and let BH +BG be a geometric morphism. Construct the M(G)-M(H)-bispace P = lim<f>*(G/U) as above. Then P is aflat M(G)-M(H)-bispace, and there is a natural isomorphism of functors BM(G) = BG-+BH
4-2. DEFINITION. A flat M(G)-M(H)-bispa,ce is called an M{G)-M(H)-torsor if P
>P is an isomorphism. (Notice that by definition, P is a torsor iff P S U(P).) We 
4-3. THEOREM. Let G and H be continuous groups. There is an equivalence of categories (natural in G and H) between geometric morphisms BH^-BG and M(G)-M(H)-torsors:
Proof. The equivalence is given by the functors
H o m y (BH, BG) ^t Tor (M(G),M(H)).
t Indeed, I obviously maps into torsors (cf. 34) and is fully faithful (35). That lot is isomorphic to the identity follows immediately from the construction, and Definition 4-2.
One may collect the torsors for different groups G and H in one large (bi-)category Tor: the objects are the continuous groups, the morphisms (1-cells) from G to H are M(G)-M(H)-toTSOT8, and the 2-cells are maps of bispaces, i.e.
Horn (G, H): = Tor (M(G),M(H))
as categories. Composition is given by tensor product (cf. 2-3), followed by reflection:
Tor (M(G),M(H)) x Tor (M(H), M{K)) ^5 Tor (M (G), M (K)).
(Recall that composition in a bicategory is only associative up to a coherent isomorphism, cf. [3] .)
4-4. THEOREM. The category of atomic connected toposes with a point (over an arbitrary base topos £f) is dual to the category Tor^. of continuous groups and torsors in
Proof. This follows from 1-9, 2-4 (and 2-5) and 43. If $ is an 5^-topos, Aut^,(<?) denotes the group of isomorphism classes of self-equivalences 8 ~ > S.
4-5. COROLLARY. There is a natural isomorphism of groups
for any continuous group G in £f'.
4-6. COROLLARY ('Morita equivalence'). Let G and H be continuous groups. The following statements are equivalent :
(1) BG and BH are equivalent categories.
(2) There are an invertible M(G)-M(H)-torsor P and an invertible M(H)-M(G)-torsor Q such that (as bispaces) (3) There are a flat M(G)-M(H)-bispace P and a flat M(H)-M(G)-bispace Q such that
Let 2F >$ be a geometric morphism. Then / induces a functor / * : (<?-spaces) ->• (^"-spaces) from internal spaces in $ to internal spaces in SF; if X is a space in $, f*(X) is the space in 3F making
3F
* g into a pullback. / * has a left-adjoint, so it preserves all projective limits ( [7, 9] 
g = fi~lua(i)\ 1^-M(G). It is easy to check that (in point-set notation) S a (x)-g = g-8p(x). Further details are straightforward. If G is discrete, M(G) = G and for any M(G)-M(H)-torSOT P there is an isomorphism M(G) = G -^-* P.
So we obtain the following well known corollary as a special case. 
